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Abstract
Speckle is a type of noise which is often present in ultrasound images. Speckle is formed due to constructive or destructive
interference of ultrasound waves. Due to the granular pattern of speckle noise, it hides important details in ultrasound images.
Many despeckling techniques are proposed in the literature, but most of them fail to reach a balance between the removal of speckle
noise and preservation of the ﬁne details in the image. In this work, an improved coupled PDE model is proposed which combines
second order selective degenerate diffusion (SDD) model and fourth order PDE model based on the assumption that speckle in
ultrasound image follows Gamma distribution. An edge noise interior (ENI) method is used to control the diffusion. With the help
of ENI controlling function, the diffusion at edge pixels and noisy pixels are selectively accomplished with varying speed. Thus, the
proposed model preserves the edges and ﬁne texture details in the image. The model is tested on simulated images after corrupting
the images with various levels of Gamma noise. Further, we have tested it on real ultrasound images also. The performance of the
proposed model is compared with other similar techniques and the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods,
both in terms of qualitative and quantitative measures.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Ultrasound (US) imaging is a popularly known method in medical imaging modalities because of its versatility,
non-invasiveness, portability, non-ionizing and low cost nature. However, granular pattern which exists in US image
called ’speckle’, degrades the performance of post-processing tasks applied to US images such as image segmentation
and registration and also inﬂuences the visual analysis. Hence, there is a need for designing a ﬁlter which suppresses
speckle noise without losing relevant image features.
In the past two decades, various methods have been proposed to despeckle the US images. These techniques include
linear ﬁltering, non-linear ﬁltering, wavelet ﬁltering, stochastic based ﬁltering and anisotropic diffusion ﬁlters. Linear
ﬁlters like Lee1, Kuan2 and Frost3 ﬁlters replaces the center pixel by the weighted average of all the pixels around the
neighbourhood pixels within the kernel window. These ﬁlters depends on the coefﬁcient of variation (COV), which
maintains a balance between the edge and texture features in non-homogeneous and homogeneous regions. Coupe
et al.4 introduced a non-local means (NLM) based approach (OBNLM) for speckle reduction, which exploits the
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data redundancy in the image. Partial differential equation (PDE) based methods have been employed in the past for
denoising and enhancing the images. The essential thought of PDE based methods is to warp the pattern of a broken
image with a PDE model and get the desired results as the solution of this PDE with the noisy image as input5.
Witkin6 proposed a PDE model which follows heat equations. Even though this model diffuses in all directions to
remove noise, the edges are not well preserved. To overcome this limitation, later researchers viewed this problem in a
different perspective by taking three factor5 into account (i) controlling the speed of diffusion (ii) controlling direction
of diffusion (iii) or combination of both5.
There exist many PDE-based methods which were used to remove noise from images. Perona and Malik (PM)7
proposed a second order PDE model, in which the authors introduced the controlling function depending upon image
gradient. Catte et al.8 proposed a selective smoothing model by improving the controlling function of PM equation.
Further, Alvarez et al.9 improved the controlling function of PM model and added a diffusion direction term to it and
named it as selective degenerated diffusion (SDD) model. Here, diffusion takes place with respect to the direction
as well as speed. Yu and Acton10 proposed a speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion (SRAD) method to suppress
the speckle noise by preserving the edges. Aja-Ferna´ndez et al.11 proposed a detail preserving anisotropic diffusion
(DPAD) which uses a diffusion function based on Kuan ﬁlter. Both SRAD and DPAD use instantaneous coefﬁcient to
preserve the edges.
Most of the second order PDE models proposed so far are trying to achieve a trade off between removing noise and
preserving edges. However, second order models usually suffer from blocky staircase effects due to piecewise constant
approximation which add an unnatural look to the image. You and Kaveh12 proposed a fourth order PDE to remove
speckle noise, where they used a diffusion controlling function which is based on Laplacian of an image. By using
piecewise planar approximation, the blocky stair case effects get reduced, resulting in a more natural looking image.
However, fourth order PDE methods require more number of iterations to converge.
A coupled PDE model is presented which is a combination of second order SDD9 model and a fourth order12 PDE
model. Our diffusion controlling function is based on edge-noise-interior (ENI) computation. In this way, diffusion
at edge and noisy pixels are selectively accomplished with various speeds. Since we made the assumption that the
speckle in the US image follows the Gamma distribution13, it become essential to remove the bias introduced after
denoising. For this purpose, we have estimated shape and scale parameters of the Gamma distribution using maximum
likelihood (ML) approach14.
We organised the paper as follows: Speckle noise characteristics are discussed in Section 2. The coupled PDE model
is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, results obtained through experiments are discussed and we conclude the paper
in Section 5.
2. Speckle Noise Characteristics
Speckle noise exists in US image which degrades its quality. To effectively remove speckle noise, it is essential
to know the statistical distribution of noise. Speckle is formed due to overlapping of two or more backscattered
US waves. Depending upon the scatter number density (SND) and presence/absence of deterministic components
speckle is classiﬁed into four types. When SND is large with the absence of the deterministic components, the
speckle is categorized as fully developed speckle noise and it follows Rayleigh distribution15. When SND is large
with the presence of the deterministic components, the speckle is categorized as fully resolved speckle noise and
it follows Rician distribution15. When SND is small with the absence of the deterministic components, the speckle
is categorized as a partially developed speckle noise and it follows K-distribution16. When SND is small with
the presence of deterministic components, the speckle is categorized as partially resolved speckle and it follows
homodyned K-distribution16. Although in practice, the number of scatters are high, the distribution doesn’t follow
exactly Rayleigh distribution instead it follows the weighted sum of Rayleigh variables which can be approximated
with a Gamma distribution13.
3. Proposed Model
3.1 Speckle noise model
In this study, we assume speckle noise in US image follows Gamma distribution which can be modelled as:
I = I0 + n (1)
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where, I , I0 and n denotes the noisy image, the original image and the Gamma noise respectively. The probability
density function (PDF) of Gamma distribution is as follows17:
P(x |γ, α, β) =
{
(xi−γ )α−1
(α)βα exp
− (xi−γ )β ∀γ < x < ∞,
0 otherwise.
(2)
where α > 0 represents a shape parameter, β > 0 represents a scale parameter and γ represents location parameter.
The mean μx and variance σ 2x is given by14:
μx = γ + αβ (3)
σ 2x = αβ2 (4)
and the third parameter γ is estimated by14:
γ = μx − αβ (5)
3.2 Background of PDE models
Perona and Malik (PM) proposed a PDE model in which the gradient of the image is used to control the speed of
diffusion which can be written as7:
∂ I
∂ t
= div(c(|∇ I |)∇ I ) (6)
where ∇ denotes the gradient and div denotes the divergence operator. c(.) represents the controlling function which
depends on the gradient of an image. I denotes the observed noisy image.
Catt et al.8 introduced a selective smoothing PDE model by improving the controlling function c(.) of Eq. (6) of the
PM model which is as follows8:
∂ I
∂ t
= div(c(| ∇G ∗ I |)∇ I ) (7)
where G denotes the Gaussian smoothing kernel.
Alvarez et al.9 proposed an improved PDE model which is based on controlling the direction of diffusion and named
as degenerate diffusion PDE which is given as9:
∂ I
∂ t
= |∇ I |div
( ∇ I
|∇ I |
)
(8)
In this model diffusion is done in the orthogonal direction of gradient value which preserves the edges. Further, to
enhance the edges, they incorporated a diffusion speed term into it and they renamed the model as SDD9:
∂ I
∂ t
= c(|∇G ∗ I |)|∇ I |div
( ∇ I
|∇ I |
)
(9)
Controlling the speed and direction of diffusion is introduced in Eq. (9) which enhances the edges by suppressing the
noise.
Since second order PDE suffers from blocky staircase effects, You and Kaveh12 proposed a fourth order PDE model
which replaces the controlling function c(.) of PM by Laplacian of an image as follows12:
∂ I
∂ t
= −∇2(c(.)∇2 I ) (10)
where c(.) controlling function which depends on Laplacian of an image and k is a constant.
c(|I |) = 1
1 +
( |I |
k
)2 (11)
The fourth order PDE method reduces the blocky effects, but requires more iterations to converge. To overcome the
limitations of fourth order PDE, a new diffusion controlling function is used in this work which is based on the ENI
and also proposed a novel coupled PDE method which combines second order SDD9 and fourth order PDE model12.
This reduces the blocky effects and requires less number of iterations to converge.
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Fig. 1. (a) Simulated Image Corrupted by Gamma Noise; (b) ENI Image; (c) Controlling Function Output Image.
3.3 ENI based diffusion controlling function
In most of the PDE based methods, the controlling function diffuses the edges along with noise and interior pixels
(smooth region). A good controlling function should retain the edges by allowing more diffusion near the noisy
pixels than the edge pixels. We have borrowed the concept of edge noisy interior (ENI)5. ENI counts the number of
homogeneous pixels in a local neighbourhood of the image. The ENI value of edge pixels is near to zero. The ENI
value of noisy pixel is intermediate and that of interior pixels is near to the maximum intensity of the image (255). The
ENI calculation for an image is explained below.
Let p(i, j ) be the pixel location, then neighbourhood points of the center pixel p of window size (2w+1)× (2w+1)
for w > 0 is denoted by Nw5:
Nw = {(m, n) : |m − i | <= w, |n − j | <= w} (12)
and N1w is a set of neighbouring points excluding center pixels p. For each pixel q	N1w absolute difference is deﬁned
as d(p,q)5:
d(p,q) = |Ip − Iq | (13)
which gives the correlation between neighbouring pixels with the center pixel.
Further, the intensity value of each q	N1(w) is classiﬁed into two groups using a global threshold T
5:
Eq =
{
1 if d(p,q) ≤ T ,
0 d(p,q)>T )
(14)
Finally, the ENI for pixel p is given as5:
EN I (I, w, T ) =
∑
q	N(w)
Eq (15)
Hence, the controlling speed function c(.) is given as in5:
c(EN I (I, w, T )) = 1
2
+ 1
2
cos
(
2πEN I (I, w, T )
N
)
(16)
where EN I (I, w, T ) is the ENI image which depends on gray scale intensity I , window size w = 2, and threshold
T = 40. c(EN I (I, w, T )) values lies between 0 and 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the output of controlling function, given a simulated circle image as input which is corrupted
with Gamma noise α = 5, β = 6. The corresponding ENI function output and the controlling function output images
are shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) respectively. Both ﬁgures clearly depicts that the ENI technique preserves the
edges and other texture details.
3.4 Proposed PDE
A novel coupled PDE model is proposed which combines fourth order12 PDE and second order SDD9 PDE by
modifying with ENI5 concept. The fourth order PDE reduces the blocky staircase effect and second order SDD PDE
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to achieve fast convergence. The proposed coupled PDE is given as:
∂ I
∂ t
= D|∇ I |div
( ∇ I
|∇ I |
)
− ∇2(D∇2 I ) (17)
where D = c(EN I (I, w, T )) is a controlling function which depends on ENI of the image which is given in Eq. (16),
∇ denotes gradient operator.
To compute ∇2(D∇2 I ) from Eq. (17), ﬁrst the Laplacian of the image is calculated by using symmetric boundary
conditions as given below:
L = ∇2 I = Ii+1, j + Ii−1, j + Ii, j−1 + Ii, j+1 − 4Ii, j (18)
Then diffusion coefﬁcient D is multiplied by L followed by application of Laplacian operation by using symmetric
boundary conditions as follows:
∇2(DL) = Di+1, j Li+1, j + Di−1, j Li−1, j + Di, j−1Li, j−1 + Di, j+1Li, j+1 − 4Di, j Li, j (19)
The discrete scheme of the proposed coupled PDE is give as follows:
I n+1i, j = I ni, j + t{D
I 2y Ixx − 2Ix Iy Ixy + I 2x Iyy
I 2x + I 2y
}ni, j − t∇2(Dni, j Lni, j ) (20)
where, n denotes number of iterations, I ni, j denotes the numerical solution in 2-D with i and j as subscripts of the pixel
position, t is the time step. Ix , Iy represent the ﬁrst order partial derivatives along x and y directions respectively
and Ixx , Iyy represent the second order partial derivatives of Ii, j .
3.4.1 Maximum likelihood estimation
The ML estimation technique14 is used to estimate the value of αˆ (shape) and βˆ (scale). After applying Eq. (20),
unbiased value for each pixel in the image is computed using the formula14,18:
Iˆ = max{I − αˆβˆ, 0} (21)
Algorithm 1. Coupled PDE Algorithm
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Fig. 2. (a) Original Phantom Image (ground truth); (b) Noisy Image (α = 4, β = 5); (c) Denoised Image using DRAD; (d) using SRAD; (e) using
OBNLM; (f) using Proposed Method; (g) Residual Image of SRAD Method; (h) Residual Image of OBNLMMethod; (i) Residual Image of Coupled
PDE Method (in the scale 0 to 40).
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
The experiments were carried on both simulated images as well real US images. Performance evaluation was
measured using standard metrics like peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)19 and mean structural similarity index metric
(SSIM)20. The proposed ﬁlter was compared with different ﬁlters which includes SRAD10, Lee1, Frost3, Kuan2,
DPAD11, SBF21 and OBNLM4 ﬁlters. For existing methods, we have set a parameter values which produces high
PSNR and SSIM. For SBF ﬁlter, we have used an averaging window size of 3 × 3 and total iterations were set to 15.
For SRAD ﬁlter, the number of iterations was set to 20 and smoothing time step to 0.3. For OBNLM ﬁlter, we have
used a search window size of 11 × 11, similarity window size of 3 × 3 and the smoothing parameter was set to 0.7.
The experimental results on simulated phantom image of size 256 × 256 are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows
the original phantom image. Figure 2(b) shows the image corrupted with Gamma noise (α = 4, β = 5) and
Fig. 2(c) to Fig. 2(e) shows the output images of different denoising techniques. Figure 2(f) is the output image of
the proposed method which is visually more closer to the ground truth when compared to other denoising techniques.
Figure 2(g)–2(i) shows the residual images. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that, the proposed method preserves edges and
other ﬁne details better, when compared to other techniques. Further, quantitative analysis was performed on the same
phantom image which is corrupted with different levels of Gamma noise. The results are tabulated in Table 1. We have
also done experiments on real US images which are shown in Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(f). The evaluation of real US images
was done by an expert radiologist (with 5 years of experience) by giving a score out of 5. The experts score is shown
in Table 2 (0-worst, 5-best). These results further conﬁrm the superior performance of the proposed method over other
methods.
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Table 1. Illustrating the Change in PSNR and SSIM Values for Different Noise and for
Different Methods.
α = 3, β = 4 α = 4, β = 5 α = 5, β = 6
Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM PSNR (dB) SSIM PSNR (dB) SSIM
Frost 22.094 0.462 19.92 0.42 17.43 0.39
Lee 22.32 0.45 20.01 0.4012 17.50 0.365
kuan 22.34 0.4546 20.036 0.41 17.7 0.385
SBF 19.72 0.4326 18.6 0.402 17.8535 0.398
DPAD 26.81 0.4725 24.995 0.450 23.36 0.44
SRAD 27.40 0.5053 24.44 0.4605 22.12 0.433
OBNLM 27.43 0.517 24.762 0.4915 22.37 0.4739
Proposed 37.45 0.9855 34.05 0.97 30.58 0.94
Fig. 3. (a) US Image, (b) Denoised using SBF, (c) using DRAD, (d) using SRAD, (e) OBNLM, (f) Proposed Method.
Table 2. Radiologist Expert Validation (out of 5) of US Images.
Images Original DPAD SBF SRAD OBNLM Proposed Coupled PDE
Image-1 2.5 3.75 3.25 4 4.25 4.75
Image-2 2 3.5 2.75 3.5 3.75 4.5
We have done a performance comparison of the proposed method against other existing methods. We found that
local statistics ﬁlters like Lee, Frost, and Kuan ﬁlters either smooth the edges or preserves the edges depending upon
the window size. The performance of the OBNLM ﬁlter depends on both searching and similarity window sizes.
However, the proposed PDE method outperforms these methods by using a selective diffusion strategy at noisy, edge
and interior pixels. This has been made possible with a controlling function. Hence, we showed both quantitative and
qualitative improvement compared to previous models.
Second order PDE methods like SRAD and DRAD removes the speckle noise while preserving the edges. But in
these models the diffusion control function depends on the coefﬁcient of variation which is calculated based on a user
deﬁned homogeneous region. Further, these methods suffer from staircase effects. However, a coupled PDE model
can overcome the staircase effects by piecewise planar approximation which results in a less blocky natural looking
image. Another advantage is that coupled PDE converges with less number of iterations.
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5. Conclusions
A novel coupled PDE model is proposed which combines the SDD model with a fourth order PDE model to remove
the speckle in US images. We have assumed that the speckle in US image follows the Gamma distribution. This model
is able to reduce the blocky stair case effects produced by second order PDE methods. Further, it converges in less
number of iterations. Diffusion was carried out at different speeds at edge, noisy, and interior pixels. This selective
diffusion is achieved using controlling speed function which relies on ENI technique. The ML technique was used
to estimate the αˆ (shape) and βˆ (scale) parameters of the Gamma distribution. Experiments were carried out on both
simulated and real US images to validate the proposed method. Qualitative and quantitative comparative analysis with
other similar techniques shows the goodness of the proposed method.
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